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2Tell you a little about the Farm River in Braintree.
It’s Part of the Fore Watershed.  Includes town of 
3Farm River is classified as a Class B River—suitable for primary and secondary 
contact; can be consumed after suitable treatment.– must meet certain pH, 















Comparison of temp. at two sites in the fall and in the spring.  
At end of winter:  Temp. much lower – snow melt – at both sites, temperature range 
is similar—slightly higher at golf course.
In Fall, temp. is higher.  The Golf course is signficantly higher, because less trees; 
field has more of a canopy.
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pH is the level of acidity in a stream.
Higher pH at field and lower at golf course– golf course is marshland which is a 
more acidic environemnt with less buffering capability.   
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